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Len Duvall (Chair):  Then can we turn to one of our main items of business this 

morning and welcome Lisa O’Donnell, Spatial Planning Manager from Westminster City 

Council; Alan Benson who is the GLA Head of Housing; and Andrew Barry-Purssell, the 

Senior GLA Manager of the London Plan.  If we can begin with the first set of questions 

then, really we want to try to understand the boroughs’ position as well as the Mayor’s 

position, the impact from the policy changes and what they mean for Londoners. 

 

If I can begin with the first question which is really to Alan and Andrew. Why does the 

Mayor think it is necessary to exclude the boroughs from negotiations over affordable 

rent levels? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  If I can start and 

then perhaps Alan can segue in, because the question is mixed between planning policy 

and funding.  The current iteration of the London Plan carries forward from the last 

iteration the priority to maximise the delivery of affordable housing.  I think there is no 

question amongst anybody who looks at housing or planning issues in London that 

there is a pressing need for affordable housing.  It is probably as bad now as it has ever 

been.  What the Mayor is trying to do, both through his planning policies and through 

his housing investment responsibilities is to find ways that maximise the number of 

affordable units that are provided. 

 

There have been major changes in government policy, both as regards the way that 

affordable housing is defined and paid for, which the Mayor is seeking to respond to in 

the alteration to the London Plan that he has brought forward.  It is important not to 

overestimate the scale of the change being made.  The proposals being brought forward 

at the moment really amplify what is in the plan at the moment, that emphasis on 

maximisation and also, to that end, making the best use of the resources available. 

 

I think the Government has done two things.  The first is that I think they have 

purposely made a shift away from funding bricks and mortar to supporting individuals 

who need social housing.  The emphasis is shifting away from it being a sort of building 

programme and more towards addressing questions of affordability through the benefit 

system and that is something Alan can talk about later on.  The other thing that has 

happened of course in Greater London is that there has been a move in housing 

investment responsibility from the Homes and Communities Agency through to the 

Mayor.  That means that there is now a London-wide Affordable Housing programme 



 

 

which the Mayor has discussed and for which he has set the parameters in the Draft 

Housing Strategy, which doubtless we will talk about in more detail in a moment. 

 

The Government has made very clear that there is only really money through the 

National Affordable Housing Programme for houses that are provided through their new 

Affordable Rent product.  The Affordable Rent product is housing which is intended to 

be available for those who are eligible at the moment for social rented housing where 

the rents are fixed at the upper level of up to 80% of local market rent.  There is a 

variable percentage of a variable local market rent, so the actual rent paid differs quite 

widely from place to place.  The Government have made it very clear that there is very 

limited resourcing available for other forms of affordable housing.  That being so, we 

have to look at how, within that, we can maximise the amount of affordable housing for 

Londoners on the basis of a London-wide programme and there are parameters that the 

Mayor, in discussion with the London Housing Board and others, have set for that 

programme.  Part of that, for example, is that there is an average of 65% of market 

rents across the programme as a whole. 

 

The difficulty with allowing boroughs to set individual rent caps is twofold really.  The 

first is that by doing so you are almost automatically constraining the viability of 

provision; you make it more expensive to provide new homes.  That means you are 

going to start limiting the numbers.  The second thing is that the Mayor has set a 

number of parameters for the programme as I mentioned.  One is that across Greater 

London as a whole there would be a programme average of 65% of median market rent.  

He has set targets for the provision of family size affordable housing.  He has also said 

that rents should be set taking account of the benefit caps being introduced.  It is 

possible to do all of those things if there is complete flexibility across Greater London to 

set rents.  Almost by definition, an average of 65% means that some things are going to 

have to be considerably more than 65 as well as being lower, as in the nature of an 

average.  If boroughs start setting rent caps at different levels it makes delivery of that 

programme, both in terms of numbers and the other objects that are set, very difficult.  

That being so, the point that we are making is that, even under the London Plan policy 

at the moment, it is inconsistent with that policy to take that approach to the setting of 

caps because that does not maximise provision. 

 

This is a position we are having to take with individual borough policies as they come 

forward.  We have an Inspector’s Report and in the first of these we have argued this 

point through with regard to Tower Hamlets, where the Inspector accepted the 

representations made by the Council and told them to rewrite their policy and take out 

the indicative rent levels that they had proposed as part of that. 

 

That is a fairly lengthy explanation.  I do not know if Alan wants to add anything. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Just a couple of things.  I do not think we do 

exclude boroughs from discussions about the affordability of rents in a local area at all.  

Secondly, the extent to which we do has shifted; the extent to which policy shift is not 

entirely a Mayoral imposition and it is not one backed up by the Mayor.  As Andrew has 



 

 

just said, when exactly this debate was had, as it was, at our Examination in Public (EiP) 

of the Revised Early Minor Alterations, the same debates were had about local rent 

setting in planning policy talks as were had with Tower Hamlets.  The Inspector there 

backed up our position that Tower Hamlets should not be trying to set rents through 

planning policy for Affordable Rented products, and the Minister himself has written 

directly on this issue to us and pointed out and backed up our position - this was the 

Housing Minister at the time, Grant Shapps MP - saying he does not want to see 

boroughs trying to use planning policy to set the level of affordable rents that can be 

charged. 

 

Andrew has pretty much explained why this is.  For one reason it deviates then from the 

definition of affordable rent policy, which is that rent is up to 80%, and we would keep 

stressing the ‘up to’ because it does not mean by any means that all rents are at 80%.  

We say in London the average is 65% but by setting an artificial cap below that you 

prevent delivery of a product which would actually meet that definition in the 

affordable housing policy of up to 80%.  We are not saying that boroughs cannot 

engage in affordable rent discussions with our registered partners who have 

programmes to deliver at a local level, give advice for what they think is affordable and 

get involved in negotiations. We are not saying they cannot deliver either social rented 

homes in a local authority and we are not saying they cannot deliver homes at much 

lower levels of affordable rent than 80% if they are putting their own resources in.  We 

cannot tell Islington, Westminster or Camden what to do with their land and their 

money; we do not try to intervene there.  What we can say is what they should do with 

their planning policy, which would not apply just to their land and money but to all land 

and money for the delivery of homes in the borough. 

 

We are trying to say to boroughs that if they want to intervene then by all means they 

can do so but they can use other levers other than planning policy if they want to 

intervene on affordability.  They do not have to use the blunt tool of planning policy 

which impacts all development in the borough if you want to impact on getting some 

homes at an affordable rent level. 

 

We have only been given money by the Government in this investment round for 

2011/15 to fund primarily affordable rent programmes.  Having said that, as Andrew 

has said, we are setting a target of 65% as an average so we can make sure we produce 

the family size homes which will work with the benefit caps and most of which, 

therefore, are very close to target rent levels, so social rent levels.  What we are finding 

is that the Registered Partners (RPs) delivering those are then agreeing with boroughs 

to actually call that a social rented home because they are indistinguishable from social 

rented homes.  Although we went into this programme not intending to deliver social 

rented housing, we are actually delivering some, because affordable rent at target rent 

levels, the social rented homes are all but identical in planning terms. 

 

The reason why we tried to hold the line primarily for us in investment terms rather than 

planning about affordable rent levels is that if all the 33 boroughs had their affordable 

rent policy for what levels our registered partners can charge, they may all be inherently 



 

 

sensible, very well thought through and very well based on local affordability, but it 

would be an impossibility for a registered partner of the programme that cuts across a 

number of boroughs to come up with a programme that would deliver within the 

parameters we have set.  It is impossible to manage a programme where you have 33 

different rent policies.  It is one rent policy for social rented housing and we also have 

one rent policy in broad terms for affordable rent, and the RPs negotiate with the 

boroughs on each individual development.  

 

Len Duvall (Chair):  Thank you for that.  We know this is a very complicated subject 

and we are going to bring Lisa [O’Donnell] in in a minute, but, in one of your 

contentions, from what we understand, you say you fear that the boroughs do their 

own thing in the way they normally do i.e. dealing with local needs  that that might 

constrain supply.  Why has the Mayor then set his affordable rent level at 65%?  Is that 

not the same argument about constraining the supply, do you know what I mean, in 

terms of below the 80% issue?  If it works against the boroughs why does it not work 

against you? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It cuts through what Andrew was saying 

about the priority in planning things of maximisation.  That does not mean simplistically 

we just get the most possible units for the money we are given. We have to try to use 

the money to effectively meet housing needs in London.  One of our priorities for this 

Affordable Housing programme was to make sure we still deliver family size affordable 

housing.  That is at the root of why we are looking at 65% as an average.  We did not 

go into this negotiation with the partners when we tried to determine what the 

affordable rent levels would be with 65% as a sort of totemic target.  We went into it 

with the intention of making sure we delivered a programme that was affordable and 

included the family size homes, and we expected that to result in an average that was 

much less than 80%.  It is striking that in London the average is 65% across the 

programme.  In the rest of the country the average is much higher for affordable rent 

and much closer towards 80%. 

 

Knowing that the only way that our partners could deliver family size housing in this 

programme, the targets we have met, that would work within the impending cuts and 

welfare reforms, was to have those rents far below 80%, very close to target rents in 

most cases. We knew that actually we would have to be quite a long way below 65%.  

That does mean that, with the majority of the other stock, we would need to be very 

close to 80% to balance that out.  That is why we came to 65%.  It came from us trying 

to create a programme and to model it very closely with our partners through a 

negotiation process to see how we could deliver a programme that still delivered a third 

of the homes being family size, and being affordable, and what that would mean to the 

programme.  That is how the 65% emerged. 

 

Len Duvall (Chair):  Lisa, you were one of a number of local authorities contesting the 

Mayor’s position and it was more than just saying who was best placed to meet some of 

those local housing needs.  Do you wish to respond to that and then we will bring in 

some other questions as well? 



 

 

 

Lisa O’Donnell (Spatial Planning Manager, Westminster City Council):  I think 

there are a few points.  I think this misses the point about what happens if you have a 

planning application that comes in and it is somewhere just below the 80% rental level. 

It is naïve to think that there is always an RP involved.  More importantly, when 

developers bid for sites they definitely do not have an RP involved, they are just trying 

to purchase the site.  They are trying to work out on their sheets how much they can 

offer for a site, but if they are pitching it at somewhere around the 80% level, build that 

into the land value and what they are willing to pay for a site, that is vastly different to 

what the outcome might be.  What happens is that we get a planning application in, 

they say they can do our target rent levels which for Westminster are about 35%.  We 

have a look at it and say, but this is 35% in Belgravia, or St James’s.  It is up around 

80%, but that is in no way affordable to anybody that we might recognise.  They then 

submit the viability report saying they could have done this much and that they paid far 

too much for the land because they thought they would get around 80% of Belgravia or 

St James’s rates.  Quite legitimately we would have to accept that and accept a tiny 

proportion of affordable housing because they have paid far too much for the land. 

 

What we have found is that the affordable rent levels we are pitching for are a range, 

they not absolute black and white numbers, and they very closely relate to the GLA’s 

own 65% of average London rent levels.  We are not saying that all 33 boroughs should 

set their own, and this is purely Westminster point that is not held across boroughs, but 

let the GLA set that rent range.  They do for intermediate housing so we do not see why 

they do not just do the same for affordable rent. 

 

My understanding across the RPs programme is that it is an average of 65% and it is 

based on site by site analysis.  You could have something a lot higher for Westminster in 

order to generate a lot of finance and then lower, it is an average across each of the 

sites across the whole of London.  What that is going to do is just polarise London.  

Westminster and the more expensive boroughs will be used to capitalise what is going 

on in other boroughs.  We do not have nomination rights to the other boroughs and we 

believe that there should be affordable housing in Camden and Westminster, not just in 

the outer London boroughs.  There are key workers who need housing, there are other 

people who have an interest in the area and we need to be able to meet our duty to 

house people within our borough. 

 

Tom Copley (AM):  Thank you, Chair.  Alan and Andrew, you probably know that 

many of the boroughs have done their own research into which tenants currently in 

social housing would be able to live in this so called affordable housing at the 80% or 

the 65% level.  Islington found that no one who currently lives in social rented housing 

would be able to live in the borough at 80% rent level and only a tiny number of people 

in the very north of the borough would be able to live there under the 65% rent level.  

In fact, the Planning Inspector’s report into Tower Hamlets acknowledged that that was 

true.  Is the Mayor jettisoning affordability in favour of numbers? 

 



 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I have seen that analysis in Islington and it 

was addressed at the Tower Hamlets EiP which backed up our position.  What that 

analysis is saying is that these people could not afford to live in these homes without 

claiming housing benefit.  What it could also say, reflecting back, is that three quarters 

is Islington’s social housing tenants cannot afford to live in social housing at target rent 

levels without claiming housing benefit as well.  Social housing is not affordable to 

those people.  This cuts back to the point that Andrew was making, which is 

fundamental to this Affordable Housing programme, and it is that there is a shift from 

capital subsidy in the Government’s thinking about how they want to fund housing.  It 

does have an inevitable impact on the housing benefit bill but that is the intention. 

 

The only way to make all homes affordable to everybody that would be eligible for 

those homes, given that a large percentage of social housing tenants get 100% housing 

benefit, would be to provide them all free and have large amounts of capital grant to 

make that happen.  The higher the rents are the lower the grants are. There is a playoff 

between the two and the Government is shifting from one to the other.  It is not that 

they have gone from being affordable to everyone to not affordable for anyone.  They 

have gone from being affordable to some to affordable for perhaps a few less without 

housing benefit. 

 

Tom Copley (AM):  Are you basically saying that the Government has a policy of 

trying to reduce the housing benefit bill?  Are you saying that the housing benefit bill 

should take the strain? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  That is what the Government is saying, yes. 

 

Tom Copley (AM):  I find that quite remarkable really.  The Mayor’s policy essentially 

is that housing benefit should take the strain and fill the gap, which would push up the 

overall housing benefit bill in London? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  That is the national 

Government’s policy. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  This was addressed in the Department for 

Communities and Local Government (DCLG) Impact Assessment of the Affordable 

Homes Programme, which was also looked at by the Public Accounts Committee, which 

backed up their assessment.  It was that, in the longer term, if you were looking at pure 

value for money over a 30 to 40 year period, then the standard approach would say we 

should put more grant in to reduce the benefit bill and that would be better value for 

money.  The argument they are making, is that we should put more grant in and charge 

social rents, would over 30 years probably end up being better value for money.  

 

As the DCLG’s Impact Assessment said, in the situation and economic climate we are in, 

given the availability of capital funding and a need to create homes and create jobs, it 

was a better decision to get far more homes delivered in the short term for this three to 

five year investment period.  The Public Accounts Committee looked at the DCLG 



 

 

Impact Assessment and said they can see why there is a balance here and they thought 

they had made the right decision. 

 

There is a definitive shift within the Government from one to the other, and it is still 

cheaper to have people in affordable rent claiming housing benefit than to have them in 

market rents, which would be higher in an affordable rent programme. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  The direct answer 

to your question is that, no, the Mayor certainly has not abandoned questions of 

affordability. It is the reason he has designed the London Affordable Housing 

programme in the way that he has, both in terms of setting the average and in terms of 

the priority that is being provided for family size accommodation. 

 

I think what the Government is signalling is that they want a shift away from questions 

of affordability being dealt with through the planning system and towards them being 

dealt with through the housing and investment system. That is what the alterations in 

the London Plan reflect; the change in government policy. 

 

Tom Copley (AM):  Realistically, the 80% rent level in Islington for example, how on 

earth can that be deemed affordable?  I mean this whole concept of affordable housing, 

I am reminded of the story of Through the Looking-Glass when Alice meets Humpty-

Dumpty and he says, “[Words] mean just what I choose [them] to mean - neither more 

nor less.”  It seems to me this is what ‘affordable’ has become; it is absolutely 

meaningless in Islington, Westminster and Camden.  Why are we not letting these 

boroughs, in the true spirit of localism, decide what they think an appropriate rent level 

is, given the huge cost of rent and houses in these boroughs? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The reason we are not doing so is because 

that that makes the policy as a whole very difficult to deliver.  The localism question is 

an interesting one.  The Government had to make a decision when it devolved housing 

powers to London as to which level of London to devolve those powers along with 

responsibility for housing investment and new supply, which went to the Mayor.  Most 

other housing powers stay with local authorities but they decided the Citywide authority 

was the best place to place those powers.  For the localism agenda, the Government 

thinks this devolution provides for the most effective delivery of the Affordable Housing 

programme.  We would not be able to deliver an effective Affordable Housing 

programme in London if there are 33 different local authorities setting their different 

rent policies. They may be very well thought through, as Westminster’s is.  I have read it 

and I can understand the analysis behind it, but no matter how well thought through 

they are, if we had 33 different rent policies we could not deliver a programme in 

London effectively at all.  It is a hard enough programme to deliver as it is without 

having to tackle that problem as well. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  The important 

thing to bear in mind in London is that there really is a city-wide housing market.  

Certainly government guidance says that local authorities need to be looking towards 



 

 

meeting the full objectively assessed needs for market affordable housing in the 

housing market area.  This is part of the reason why the London Plan exists; you cannot 

simply look at this on a borough by borough basis.  You have to look at the impact 

across London as a whole and that is what the London Plan policy at the moment says, 

and it is what the old London Plan said as well.  It is also one of the points that the 

Inspector in the Tower Hamlets case makes particularly strongly. 

 

Tom Copley (AM):  I appreciate the fact that the Mayor has a strategic view but do 

you not think that there needs to be some sort of a distinction, even on a very simple 

level, between inner and outer London?  Yes, a 65% average rent level in Barking and 

Dagenham or Newham, that might well be affordable to a majority of people, but 

Barking and Dagenham is not the same as Camden or Westminster. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  I think you put 

your finger on it when you talked about the report that Islington brought forward about 

the differences between different parts of the borough.  This is a product that is based 

on variable percentages of very local market rents.  Even if you had a 65% across a 

borough, the amount that people would actually end up paying would differ very 

widely.  In Islington it would be extremely high in the south and west of the borough 

and low in the north and east.  This was a matter we debated at some length at 

Islington’s examination just before Christmas.  That is the difficulty with taking that 

kind of approach and the approach taken by Westminster.  It would be very difficult to 

take account of the huge variation, often street from street, let alone ward from ward, 

in a way that would not either end up with some stuff being completely unaffordable or 

some stuff being so far the other way that it skews the programme. 

 

Tom Copley (AM):  Is it a matter of concern for the Mayor that his planning policy will 

price many low income households out of what is meant to be affordable housing? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  I think it is wrong 

to look at planning policy in isolation.  I think the Mayor would say that his housing 

policies taken as a whole, within the resources that have been made available to him, do 

precisely the opposite of what you have said.  However, his housing policy can only 

work if his planning policy is consistent with it, and that is what we are seeking to do 

here as we are required to under the GLA Act. To make sure the two sets of policy are 

consistent and that our planning policies do not frustrate the Mayor’s housing policies.  

 

Tom Copley (AM):  I will leave it there because other Members want to come in. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  Can I just ask Alan; the 60 providers you have contracted with; 

are they the only providers making up the 55,000 target for delivery? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  No.  When we report on overall affordable 

housing delivery we report more than one set of numbers.  We already report our own 

programmes so we will only be counting the 60 providers when we report. In other 

words, what we deliver with the money the Government has given us to deliver our 



 

 

affordable housing programme.  For the overall numbers for London, we will also count 

whatever else is delivered in London either for local authorities through their own new 

build programmes or for other developments outside the programme. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  Sure.  That is a London Plan target. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  That is right. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  You keep talking about the viability of your programme.  Your 

programme is the one we know about; 55,000 which are made up of a bit of a first 

investment programme and all of the second investment programme, we know that.  

However, what Lisa is talking about is not having any grant from that programme.  She 

is talking about delivering affordable housing without any grant; so is Islington and so 

are many other boroughs.  Would you accept that? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Absolutely.  We do not have a problem with 

that.  The Mayor has said -- 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  Are you not interested in the delivery of a great deal of 

affordable housing that meets local need outside of your programme? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Of course.  The Mayor has said a number of 

times in public that he is very encouraging of Islington and the proposals they have to 

use their own resources to deliver social rented housing.  The Mayor does not have a 

problem with it. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  Yes, but do you not accept -- 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  I think the thing I 

would add, and again this is the point that we made at the Islington examination, is that 

certainly as far as the planning system is concerned, the question the Mayor always 

wants to ask is whether or not we can deliver more.  I think the problem we have with 

the approach that Islington proposed to take, which is to use the planning system to do 

that sort of thing -- 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  As it always has, by the way. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  -- simply will not 

maximise provision. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The planning system is a very blunt tool to 

deliver those things.  If you are putting your own land or money in that is a much more 

powerful tool to achieve what you want  

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  I want to interrupt you when you say it is a blunt thing.  It is the 

planning system that governs the value of land.  It is set there to ration the price of 



 

 

land.  Now I want you to really examine what you are doing, because you are taking a 

dwindling grant programme, you have just said you have to make your London Plan 

consistent with the Mayor’s housing strategy.  The Mayor’s housing strategy is largely 

about this dwindling amount of grant.  You are going to accept, and all the housing 

associations will accept in the second half of this meeting, that in fact we are going to 

look at all sorts of ways of delivering housing without grant and you are imposing on 

the planning something that is going to, to quote Lisa [O’Donnell], “Drive up the price 

of land.”  You are driving up benefit, as you have just admitted, and you are now going 

to drive up land prices.  Is that a way to deliver what Londoners need? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  First of all, I am not 

responsible for the change in national policy and neither is the Mayor.  We are 

responding to a change made as a matter of national government policy and we are 

responding to that.  The Mayor is absolutely committed to making sure that there are 

more affordable homes.  I cannot see any outcome that is helped by restricting the 

number of affordable homes provided, which is the point we made at our EiP into this. 

 

There is no evidence so far that the introduction of affordable rent has had any 

appreciable effect on land values at all, and this is a question that we are obviously 

keeping an eye on.  We are talking to people who advise developers about this.  I would 

be surprised whether the introduction of affordable rent made very much appreciable 

difference when you take into account all the other things that affect the value of land.  

As for people bidding too much for land, this is something we have had experience of 

and there is plenty of case law that shows that planning inspectors do not take the fact 

that people pay too much for land as an excuse for not delivering on things like 

affordable housing. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  Can we come back to Lisa on this, because it was something said 

not just by you but by other boroughs at the EiP? 

 

Lisa O’Donnell (Spatial Planning Manager, Westminster City Council):  I think by 

one of the professors from a leading university as well.  I think the point is that we are 

still setting rent levels and section 106s because the London Plan has not been 

published yet.  We have not received the Inspector’s report so we are not giving weight 

to the changes that were proposed.  It is one thing to say we have not seen an 

appreciable difference but that is because we are still doing what we have always done.  

When we cannot do that anymore then you may well see an appreciable difference.  We 

are still using our affordable rent statement that was published by our housing officers 

as a material consideration for the negotiation of planning applications to make sure 

that the affordable housing that we are securing falls within our published rent levels.  

In saying that, we have been challenged by that from GLA officers in terms of our 

detailed planning policies as being non-conformant with the alterations to the London 

Plan. 

 

Once those alterations are published it is too late for anybody to change it and we are 

left with the fact that it does start to change.  I would also say that in some applications 



 

 

we have only been able to secure affordable housing at such high rent levels that is has 

not been able to be made affordable to priority groups and it has been released for 

intermediate housing, and quite high up the intermediate housing income ranges.  I 

think that is quite an important point.  The London Plan sets income ranges for 

intermediate rent.  It would just be ridiculous if affordable rent was more expensive than 

intermediate rent which has a published rent income level.  I will go back to the point 

that it may be unmanageable for the programme to deliver with 33 different criteria, so 

set your own criteria, you can even set different criteria for inner and outer London, but 

make sure that there is some reasonable cap on rent levels that make them affordable. 

 

At the moment we put a lot of our own money into affordable housing delivery in 

Westminster.  We secure it not just in lieu of affordable housing but we also require 

market housing off the back of commercial development.  When they cannot pay up we 

take a payment in lieu and we get millions out of that because a lot of them just want 

office blocks.  That money we use to prop up developments for which the finances do 

not stack up.  Why would we put that money in if we do not get a product that serves 

our housing needs?  Similarly it is us who are negotiating the affordable housing, so of 

the 3,000 homes we have delivered since 2000, two thirds of those were not referable 

to the Mayor.  It is us who are doing the negotiation and us who have been the leverage 

to make sure that they meet housing need.  If we lose that leverage, which is to say 

what those homes need to be made available at, if that is taken from us I think that 

severely limits our ability to negotiate those homes in the first place. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  There are two 

important points I need to make that arise from that.  The first is that what we have said 

about Westminster, Tower Hamlets and Islington is that they are not in general 

conformity with the plan as it stands, let alone the alterations that were the subject of 

the EiP last winter.  The Inspector of Tower Hamlets found that the Tower Hamlets was 

not in general conformity with the London Plan as it stands. 

 

As far as land values are concerned, the programme we have has existed since 2011.  I 

think its shape was known some time in advance of that.  We first consulted on changes 

to the London Plan to deal with this at the end of 2011, and bearing in mind that 

developers generally buy land as part of a programme I would have expected that, if 

there was going to be an appreciable change in land values, we would have at least 

started to have seen it now.  So far we have not, and it is interesting that when this 

point is raised in the evidence put forward at borough examinations that it is purely put 

forward, so far, as being a notional policy.  I have not seen any actual evidence of land 

values in any particular place on a particular site that have been affected in the way that 

has been suggested.  Of course if that did happen then that is something we would 

have to look at and consider the implications of, but so far it has not. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  Do you accept what I was saying earlier, that in fact you are 

setting up to 80% of market rent, not allowing that you are putting in the London Plan, 

or you are proposing to put, and you are not accepting any borough guidance on rent 



 

 

caps or putting rent levels in, is driven by this rather narrow grants programme, which is 

not going to deliver most of the affordable homes in London? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  I guess I accept the 

principle of your question if not the terms in which it has been put.  One of the things 

that policy on affordable housing has always said, and it said it in the first London Plan 

as it does in the current one, is that one of the issues that should be taken into account 

both in setting targets in plans for affordable housing and in negotiating on individual 

sites are questions of viability and the availability of resources.  That is a point driven 

home with sledgehammer intensity by the Government and the National Planning Policy 

Framework.  It seems to me unrealistic, as well as being unsound in national policy 

terms, to set a policy which does not have at its bottom consideration the resources 

available for its implementation. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  That was not the case in the past, but anyway, I am going to 

leave it there. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Is it fair to say that since 1997 house building has declined and 

yet demand has increased? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Nationally or in London? 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Nationally. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Well it is very cyclical as you would expect.  

It is very much dependent on the state of the economy.  Sometimes it has gone up and 

sometimes it has gone down. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  If we were to take a starting position of say 1997 and look at 

now, or say 2010, would there have been a decline or an increase in house building? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  I cannot call that, 

sorry; I simply do not have the information to hand. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It most probably would have declined 

slightly in the late 1990s, picked up from the early to mid2000s and dipped after the 

credit crunch in 2008 or so for about a year, and then started to pick up again.  

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  It is increasing at 

the moment. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  The point of the question is, does the supply of housing 

contribute to the affordability? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  Ultimately it must 

do as part of the general rules of economics about supply and demand eventually 



 

 

balancing out.  The difficulty in London that we have is that demand is not inelastic, by 

which I mean the population is going up. The actual question is, what is the relationship 

between the increase in need and the increase in provision. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  However the supply of properties means that if you have a 

smaller supply of properties you have a smaller opportunity for providing affordable 

housing. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  That is absolutely 

true. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  One would assume that a policy that constrains supply is not one 

that would contribute to affordability. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  That must be the 

case. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Therefore, to have a policy at a planning level that constrains 

supply is going to constrain affordability. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  Yes. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Thank you.  This Mayor built 50,000 affordable homes over a 

four year period.  When was the last time that that level of build was exceeded? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  If you count overall supply rather than just 

new build, because it is more complicated if you go back in time to see what was new 

build and what was overall supply then that would be, in the early 1990s as part of the 

Housing Recovery programme. However, that was mainly because the Government went 

out at that point through the Housing Corporation and brought in enormous amounts 

of existing stock from the collapsed markets.  The early 1990s were the last time we 

have seen that kind of level of delivery. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Since when sorry? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The early 1990s. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  The early 1990s. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  That was due to the Housing Recovery 

programme which, as I say, was not building new homes, it was buying stressed market 

sales. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  It is fair to say then, is it not, that we have not seen that level of 

affordable housing built in London for -- 

 



 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  20 years. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Sorry how many years? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It is nearly 20 is it not. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  A considerable period of time. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  What is the difference between Ken’s [Ken Livingstone, former 

Mayor of London] record and Boris’ [Boris Johnson, current Mayor of London] record?  

3,000 homes? 2,000 homes? 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  I was going to move on to that.  Could you remind me of what 

the proportion of affordable homes were for the previous Mayor?  What did he expect 

from each development?  What was in the London Plan at the time for affordable 

homes? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The target was 50% with a 70:30 split. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  That was a 

strategic target, it was not site by site.  It was a strategic target of 50%. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  With that ambitious target, did he religiously stick to that on 

every scheme?  Can we look back on every scheme that was built and say -- 

 

Len Duvall (Chair):  Andrew [Boff], I do not want to be accused of partisanship but 

we are straying off the point slightly. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  We certainly are not, Chair. 

 

Len Duvall (Chair):  Fine. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  We certainly are not. 

 

Len Duvall (Chair):  You carry on.  I might come back. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Was every scheme at 50%? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  No. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  On average, do we know what was actually delivered? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  From memory it 

was about 35%. 

 



 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  So with that ambitious target the previous Mayor did not achieve 

as many affordable homes as this Mayor has, is that correct? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  There were not as many affordable homes 

completed in the Mayoral term. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  You said -  and I want to come back to this - that boroughs can 

continue on a scheme by scheme basis to set the level of rents; is that correct?  They 

can continue to come up with packages that would be lower than affordable rents, 

lower than the 65%? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  If they are using their own resources and 

they are outside the programme we have agreed with our RPs then of course they can. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Westminster, for example, could use its own resources to keep 

those rents low? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Yes.  We would not have the levers to stop 

them doing so. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  However, the objection we are talking about here is merely to 

having a cap in the plan -- 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  That is correct. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  -- is it not about individual schemes.  Boroughs could continue to 

come forward and go below the affordable rent level established in the London Plan? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  If they use their 

own resources to do so. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  And not using the resources that we are 

giving to our RPs to deliver, yes. 

 

Andrew Boff (AM):  Thank you very much. 

 

Darren Johnson (Deputy Chair):  To move back onto the London Plan policy 

proposals that are before us, Andrew, you said earlier that affordable housing provision 

has got to be seen in the round across London as a whole, not simply on a borough by 

borough basis.  Isn’t the inevitable consequence of that though that we will end up with 

the scenario that Lisa O’Donnell outlined; that new affordable housing provision is 

inevitably going to be in the outer London boroughs where land values are cheaper and 

there is not going to be any new genuinely affordable housing provision for low income 

households and key workers in those central London boroughs? 

 



 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  First of all, what I 

am not saying is that boroughs only have to have regard to London-wide need and they 

should not have to regard to local need; they need to have regard to both. 

 

Darren Johnson (Deputy Chair):  Are you giving them the tools to do that? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  We consider that 

we are. In that, for a certain segment of housing need there are now two products 

available to fill it.  Unfortunately, the approach that we are taking to affordable rent is 

the only way that that product, which is the product that the Government is putting 

resources behind, is available. 

 

Darren Johnson (Deputy Chair):  Therefore we will see that drift from inner to 

outer?  We are bound to. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  Well not necessarily 

because we have already had the discussion about the question of Islington, for 

example. If I could just take that because that is one on which we have done quite a lot 

of work on, along with Tower Hamlets which is essentially the same.  We are talking 

about, as I said, a product based on variable percentages of local market rent, and 

across the borough typically local market rents will differ from very high to very low.  

What it is will be discussed with RPs to shape the right offer in the right place that 

makes the best use of the resources to deliver the overall 55,000.  I think I am right in 

saying that, so far, looking at the programme, that sort of split between inner and outer 

is not happening. These agreements are being made in both inner and outer areas and 

affordable rented housing is being delivered in both. 

 

Darren Johnson (Deputy Chair):  I know we are running short of time, Chair, but can 

I just ask Lisa to respond to that. 

 

Lisa O’Donnell (Spatial Planning Manager, Westminster City Council):  I think 

the most important thing is that the London Plan as it is currently written does not 

exclude any type of housing. Even if we want to put our money into something, there is 

no exclusion even if there is no grant.  If it was restricted to those where for example 

there were grants, or even where the borough was not putting its own money in, that 

could be written into the London Plan as an exclusion.  Just to be quite clear, the 

original London Plan text said,  

 

“In practice the rent required will vary for each scheme with levels set by 

agreement between developers, providers and the Mayor and, in dealing with 

individual planning applications, the London boroughs.” 

 

It is that last bit that has been deleted, which is, “in dealing with individual planning 

applications, the London boroughs.”  I think the point is that we would be willing to put 

our own money in but it is too late once a developer has come forward with a proposal 

that is just silly, not value for money and has been based on the wrong figures being 



 

 

achieved at the affordable rent level.  We will not put our money into that sort of 

scheme and it will go ahead without affordable housing or a very limited amount, and 

certainly not onsite. They will just do a payment in lieu because we will not be able to 

agree anything.  I do not think that serves any purpose. 

 

If those exclusions are true and if the Mayor is relaxed about those things then write it 

into the London Plan as exclusions. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  There are two 

points I want to make quickly in response to that.  The first of course is that the London 

Plan only operates through the planning system.  If a borough takes a decision under its 

housing powers that it wants to use money, Islington for example uses the New Homes 

Bonus  to reduce the rent level in a particular scheme, the Plan has absolutely no locus 

in that.  There is no point us saying it because it is not operating through the planning 

system.  The point about what happens on individual schemes, which is a slightly 

different point and is a different policy in the plan, is that there has been a wholesale 

change in the process for funding affordable housing.   

 

It used to be that you would have those sorts of discussions with developers, a 

developer would put in a bid for grant and it would be done that way.  Under the 

current system it is the RP that has the resources, so if the developer does not have the 

discussion with an RP at a very early stage in a scheme, no affordable housing is going 

to be delivered anyway, because you are going to talk about this in much more detail 

later on. They have the resources from the Mayor, the rental stream and from asset 

disposals, they will be the ones bringing the money to the table.  That is the only way it 

can operate under that system. 

 

Murad Qureshi (AM):  I just want to drill into the Westminster scenario given what 

Lisa is saying.  Would you accept that the City of Westminster rental market is not 

dissimilar to Islington in that it is varied?  There are differences.  I think what is clearly 

happening, as a resident of the City of Westminster myself, is that I think most people 

who want to rent there but dare not compete with Belgravia rents would go north.  W9 

would go to NW1, that is clear. 

 

You also alluded to the offsite payments made.  By and large the social housing, that is 

invariably in the north as well, is that true? 

 

Lisa O’Donnell (Spatial Planning Manager, Westminster City Council):  No, it is 

mixed.  Vauxhall Bridge Road, for example.  We do deliver across the whole borough.  

There is obviously the big estate regeneration that Westminster itself is promoting, but 

we do get affordable housing across the whole borough.  That is something we have to 

work quite hard to do.  In some of the more expensive areas, yes, it is very difficult, but 

we have got schemes coming forward in Grosvenor Road, for example. 

 

Murad Qureshi (AM):  Yes, I will come to that.  There is a whole set of huge sites in 

Westminster lying idle: Chelsea Barracks, Middlesex Hospital although I think there is 



 

 

movement on that, Edgware Road. To what extent is all this negotiating on all these 

rents and what have you really stifling these developments happening in the first place?  

That is what people in Chelsea and Pimlico wonder when they go past Chelsea Barracks 

every day and say, “when is that going to happen?” 

 

Lisa O’Donnell (Spatial Planning Manager, Westminster City Council):  In all 

honesty I think a lot of what holds up most schemes in Westminster is design, rather 

than affordable housing.  We have quite a relaxed attitude to affordable housing and 

try to find the most pragmatic solution but it is not usually affordable housing that 

holds things up. 

 

Murad Qureshi (AM):  It is design, aesthetic value, that is interesting. 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  Moving on to the delivery issue itself, how will the exclusion of the 

boroughs from the negotiations impact upon availability and delivery of affordable 

housing in London? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  It will help 

maximise provision.  It will mean there will be more units available and it means that the 

programme that the Mayor has set out in the Housing Strategy will be met. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  On the basis that we do not really accept 

that we have excluded boroughs from these negotiation discussions at all.  They are 

engaged in discussions.  The RPs are here and if you quiz them later I am sure they will 

tell you they have regular discussions and negotiations with boroughs about affordable 

rent levels. 

 

The thing I want to go back to which someone mentioned earlier, is that we should not 

set planning or housing investment policy on the basis of developers that overpay for 

land, or developers who come forward with proposals to charge 80% of market rents to 

Belgravia.  We are clearly never going to pay that, you clearly would not get investment 

from another partner to deliver that and we should actually get these people to come 

forward, renegotiate and deliver affordable housing on those programmes.  It is not our 

fault developers overpay and we should not change planning policy on that basis. 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  There is a special concern about the accessibility of affordable 

homes for Londoners on low incomes.  Can you tell me whether the changes will 

increase or decrease the number of homes to those Londoners? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  The intention is 

that, as part of the Mayor’s Affordable Housing programme, that it will increase the 

amount of affordable housing. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  The DCLG’s Impact Assessment said the 

same thing, that this model would be the way of getting the most homes delivered with 

the amount of funding available to the Government in this investment round. 



 

 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  What proportion of the homes that we are talking about would 

become accessible to those low level income Londoners? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Sorry, do you mean what percentage of 

homes being delivered would be accessible by -- 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  Yes. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Well presumably all of them. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  Well they have to 

be, because the definition says that they have to be made available for people who are 

eligible for social rented housing. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It is up to the local authority to determine 

the eligibility and prioritisation of people when they are waiting for those homes. 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  The next question is about the local community needs.  Will the 

kind of affordable housing delivered be those needed by communities locally?  One of 

the aspects I would like you pick up is the question of affordable family size 

accommodation in those areas like outer London where there is a glut of studio or one 

bedroom, small accommodation but nothing like adequate provision of family size 

dwellings. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I have to say, that is the biggest rod we have 

made for our own back and quite deliberately, to make sure we do deliver a large 

proportion of family size homes in this investment round.  It is the one thing that has 

caused us the most discussion, conversation and negotiation with our partners and the 

boroughs about how we would put that proposal together.  The Homes for London 

board - at the time the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) London board - which 

was chaired by the Mayor with the boroughs were very insistent that this programme 

had to deliver about a third of the affordable rented homes at family size.  Then it was 

about trying to come up with a rent programme that would work with that, which is why 

such a large percentage of those homes are at or quite close to the target rent levels in 

order to make them work within the new benefits regime.  It does mean we have to 

deliver lots of other homes above the 65% level in order to make the whole thing stack 

up financially. 

 

Yes, we are confident we will deliver those family size homes in this programme.  

Whether we continue to do so in the long term becomes a question, because we are in a 

rather anomalous position where we are now often charging less for a three bedroom 

home than for a one and two bedroom home.  You have to question the viability of that 

in the long term, but for this programme we have had to deliver those homes.  

 



 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  It is fine saying you will deliver X proportion, whether it is one third 

or adding 43% towards the aspirational target for family size dwellings, but will they 

actually be affordable?  Even from my experience of outer London boroughs, the rents 

are not affordable.  Even there, families are being driven out of outer London boroughs 

to other areas and that certainly is a huge question.  I am not sure whether you are 

going to meet the target for providing that stock for families. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  It is a very challenging target, we will see if 

we meet it. However, I think what you are talking about when you say, as you put it, 

people being forced to move, that is more about the private rented sector than the 

affordable rented sector. 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  Yes. 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Really that is a separate discussion 

altogether from the one we are having here. The affordable rented sector, that is part of 

the response to this knowledge that, with the forthcoming welfare reforms, a lot of 

families in London in high priced accommodation will be under pressure.  This is why 

the board was so keen that we manage to keep the family size mix very large in 

affordable rented programmes, which is an enormous challenge for our partners, I have 

to say. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  It is worth bearing 

in mind what the Draft London Housing Strategy actually says about this as part of the 

design of the programme.  It talks about, 

 

“36% of new affordable rent homes allocated funding in 2011-15 will be family 

size housing with three bedrooms or more with rents within the welfare caps.” 

 

It is actually designed very much with that in mind.  I think the Mayor is well aware of 

that particular segment of housing need.  It is revealed in all the housing evidence that 

we have.  It is supported in policy in the London Plan as well as in the Housing Strategy. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  Does that include the total benefit cap on families? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  Yes. 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  Just one more question, then I am finished.  Of this allocation that 

you just mentioned in policy terms, do we know how much of that is inner London and 

how much is outer London?  Are those details available? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  I am not sure we have an inner and outer 

London split.  We have it by the three subregions that the Housing and Investment 

Teams work in.  Nick [Taylor], who is my colleague from the investment side, we have it 

by sub region but we do not have inner and outer do we, I believe? 

 



 

 

Nick Taylor (Head of Area North West, Housing and Land, GLA):  We do not 

have an inner and outer London split, we have it by north west London, north east 

London and south London.  They are the three minimum geography areas we report on. 

 

Nicky Gavron (AM):  By borough?  No? 

 

Navin Shah (AM):  Anyway, where are those sub regional locations? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  We will have it by borough once it is 

completed because then we will know where all our homes will be, obviously. 

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  I think one of the issues that Navin hit on was about housing 

that is defined as affordable and genuinely affordable housing.  Lisa, I think you picked 

up on that in your introductory remarks.  I just wondered, Lisa, whether you could talk 

us through a little bit, briefly, about some of the boroughs that are not necessarily 

receiving grants from the Mayor but are finding ways to deliver housing that is 

genuinely affordable; that all of us would agree is genuinely affordable to people on 

their incomes.  Could you give an overview of how boroughs are managing to do this, 

and comment briefly on the Mayor’s policy and how that will impact on boroughs in this 

situation? 

 

Lisa O’Donnell (Spatial Planning Manager, Westminster City Council):  What I 

understand from the housing side at Westminster is that we are essentially carrying on 

business as usual, as though the changes have not been made.  Therefore, obviously if a 

planning application comes in it gets referred to the housing manager and they are 

involved in the negotiations to try to get the best possible outcome. That includes the 

size of the units and the income ranges they are affordable to.  Those income ranges 

are being secured in line with our affordable rent statement which is being objected to 

as not in general conformity.  Then we secure those income ranges and section 106 

agreements to make sure that that what it ends up being. 

 

My understanding is that our Housing Officer could only think of one case that has 

come forward with an RP on board already.  The vast majority, 95% of them, do not 

have an RP involved.  Therefore, it is really incumbent on us to make sure the product 

being delivered is the right product. 

 

It can be said that in a viability assessment that is submitted as part of the planning 

application is it not really in the interest of the developer to be assuming 80% rents 

because that would make it look like they could afford everything under the sun and 

therefore we would require a whole lot more out of a section106.  However, in truth, if 

a developer did say assume 65% rent levels in a viability report they submitted and then 

went on and tried to negotiate higher rent levels with an RP, there is nothing to stop 

that from happening.  A viability report is not binding, they are not stuck to those 

levels.  If we cannot secure those levels through the section106 agreement there is 

nothing to say that cannot go out and offer them to an RP at a higher price and come 

back to us and say well, sorry, that does not stack up. 



 

 

 

At the end of the day, we are the ones with the leverage on individual planning 

applications and we find bespoke solutions that are usually a combination of the money 

that the RPs bring forward. We have a lot of large estates, Crown Estate, Howard de 

Walden and Harley Street, that have their own finances that they bring to the party. RPs 

obviously have a variety of funding and I would argue that only a small proportion of 

the leverage in these sites is actually coming from the grant.  It seems strange to have 

the entire policy framework and have our hands tied because of a very small proportion 

of the money that is being brought to bear on these schemes. 

 

Also we deliver our own affordable housing programme and so do most boroughs.  

Southwark has a large programme, as has Islington. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE (AM):  What if any variations to affordable rent is the Mayor 

actually prepared to consider? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Well the world may look very different post-

2015.  We do not know what the Government’s thinking is for the next spending 

review.  We do a lot of work at the moment, including what is coming out of our EiPs 

and the conversations we have with the boroughs about what a programme could look 

like post-2015, and we wanted to write the London Plan and the Housing Strategy in a 

way that opens up the possibility for this Mayor and whoever the Mayor is post-2016 

after the next election to design a programme that best meets London’s needs.  We did 

not want to write a programme that constrained us to one set of products or the other.  

We are looking at the moment of a whole range of opportunities.  We have been having 

conversations with some of our registered partners as well about what that may look 

like. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE (AM):  What is that range?  Can you give us a more  

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  Well it would be a range that fits currently.  

We would not be looking at a range of products properly that stand outside the current 

London Plan and national plan and policy framework’s definition of what the products 

may be, but it may well not be a programme that looks like the current programme. We 

do not know what funding may be available, what the source of funding may be, and 

we do not know what length the spending review will be.  It looks like a one year 

spending review post-2015 at the moment.  There are just too many unknowns for us to 

even start to say what a programme would look like.  It may well look very different to 

the current programme. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE (AM):  So you cannot answer the question, basically? 

 

Alan Benson (Head of Housing, GLA):  At this point, no, I cannot say what a 

programme post-2015 will look like.  We know what a programme will look like with no 

funding whatsoever, i.e. very small, but there would be some programme. It depends on 

what funding is available and how the Mayor chooses to dispense that in London.  This 



 

 

current programme is very much one we negotiated with central Government.  It was 

done at the transition period when the Mayor was having the powers devolved to him 

for housing investment in London, which he had not had before.  The post-2015 

programme will be entirely within the remit of the Mayor’s existing current powers, but 

it depends what funds become available to the Mayor to spend on affordable housing in 

that programme. 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  There is a purely 

pragmatic point that flows from that, which is that, given this is an area that is subject 

to very significant change in the not too distant future, writing percentages into 

planning policies is not a particularly sensible thing to do.  It is likely that the 

programme that comes forward for the 2015/19 programme will be completely 

different.  It may well be that if people enshrine percentages in planning policies they 

will be left high and dry when a completely new funding regime comes in and their 

percentages are rendered completely inappropriate. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MB E (AM):  So the percentages could vary hugely and you cannot 

really answer that today? 

 

Andrew Barry-Purssell (Senior Manager, London Plan, GLA):  No. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon MBE (AM):  Thank you. 

 

Len Duvall (Chair):  I think that is most of the questions.  There may be one or two 

other points that we end up writing to you on, but thank you for the way in which you 

have answered our questions.  You are entitled to leave now unless you want to stay for 

the proceedings.   


